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Abstract 

This paper reports on a comparability study of Writing Test scores obtained from 
candidates who completed the writing test either by hand or typed, on a computer. 
The data comprise a comparatively large sample of candidates taking English 
language Writing Tests at four CEFR levels – B1 to C2. The data were analysed via 
effect size differences and equivalence tests.  

Measured by effect size, a small amount of difference was apparent in scores 
obtained between the two script production modes at B1, B2 and C1 levels. At C2 
level, there was a medium effect size, indicative of a difference in favour of 
computer-produced over handwritten scripts. Differences observed on 
equivalence tests – an adaptation of the standard t-test – were not found to be 
statistically significant. 

The paper concludes with the note that (with the exception of C2 level) – whether 
Writing Tests are written by hand or on computer, while there is a slight skew 
towards higher scores with computer-processed texts, candidates generally 
receive similar scores in both modes. 

Comparability of Scores Obtained from Handwritten or Computer-Processed 
Exam Scripts 

There is a substantial literature on score equivalence obtained from handwritten 
(HW) and computer-processed (CP) scripts. Research dates back to the 1960s when 
the word-processing of scripts first began.  

While some studies have revealed better performance by candidates writing by 
hand; others have reported the opposite, with higher CP scores; and, in contrast, 
no significance has been found for either mode of delivery in other studies. The 
following sections presents a review of the research. 

Handwriting-based Studies Showing Advantage 

Some of the earliest research was by Marshall and Powers (1969), in whose study 
neat handwritten essays scored higher than typed ones. Mazzeo and Harvey’s 
(1988) study of handwritten and computer-processed scripts indicated better 
performance in HW mode, which they attributed, understandably at the time, to 
lack of familiarity with the technology.  

Arnold et al. (1990) reported computer-processed scripts receiving lower scores 
than handwritten scripts. Sweedler-Brown (1991) reported likewise, although only 
with lower ability scripts. In Powers et al.’s (1994) and Russell and Tao’s (2004) 
studies, students’ HW scripts scored higher than the same students’ comparable 
CP scripts. Bridgeman & Cooper (1998) in a study involving Graduate Management 
Admissions Test scores reported higher scores with HW than with CP scripts. Klein 
& Taub (2005) reported a teacher bias for legible HW scripts. In Breland et al.’s 
(2005) study of TOEFL candidates, HW scores, related to general English language 
ability, were reported. 
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Computer-processed-based Studies Showing Advantage 

An overall advantage for CP texts has been reported in certain studies (Sprouse & 
Webb, 1994; Peacock, 1988; Hughes & Akbar, 2010). On the issue of quality, 
Peacock (1988) reported an advantage for low-quality CP scripts. 

Peacock (1988) also reported an advantage regarding text type for CP essays 
where the essays were not related to external sources. 

In Canz et al.’s large-scale (2020) study, CP scripts received higher grades despite 
raters being highly trained raters. 

Russell and Plati (2000) reported lower secondary school students performing 
better under CP conditions. In Goldberg et al.’s (2003) meta-analysis of 26 writing 
studies of K-12 students writing in CP or HW modes, results indicated higher text 
quality for the CP scripts.  

Other confirmatory studies for students achieving higher grades in CP mode 
include Russell & Haney (1997) and Russell and Plati (2001). 

Neither Mode Conferring an Advantage 

While positive findings have been reported for both modes, a number of studies 
have reported no significant difference in terms of grade received in either CP or 
HW mode. Among these are: Wise and Plake, 1989; Wright & Linacre, 1994; Taylor 
et al., 1999; Russell, 1999; MacCann et al., 2002; Horkay et al., 2006; Boulet et al, 
2007; King et al., 2008; Mogey et al., 2010; Chan et al., 2018. 

Indeterminate Research Outcomes but Increasing Use of Computers 

There is evidence then for all positions: that under certain conditions CP scripts 
receive higher scores; under others that HW scripts score higher, with many studies 
also reporting no significant difference between modes. 

Differences notwithstanding, it is nonetheless the case that with improvements in 
technology in terms of usability, speed and lower cost (see Lim & Wang, 2016), the 
use of a computer to produce essays in a variety of situations – classwork, 
homework and examinations – is increasing. Indeed, with the recent covid-19 
pandemic, greater acceptance has been observed of the use of computers and 
technology (Hodges et al., 2020). 

In light of the above, it is worth considering the question of whether the ability or 
preference to use a computer in an examination is related to age. Older candidates 
do not necessarily opt for CB tests as such; it is simply the route they follow which 
leads them to an online-proctored environment (i.e., navigating the internet, 
selecting an exam provider online, registering, booking a slot and managing their 
time etc.). Against this backdrop, for more mature candidates, the CB component 
is simply part of the overall context.  
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The IESOL Writing Test 

The data in the study were drawn from three examinations – at CEFR levels B1–C1, 
which form part of LanguageCert’s IESOL SELT suite of English language tests. In 
the LanguageCert Writing tests, candidates complete two writing tasks which elicit 
a range of writing skills. Table 1 elaborates. 

Table 1 
IESOL Writing Test Tasks 

Level  Part 1 : Candidates 
produce 

Word 
length 

Part 2 : Candidates 
produce 

Word length 

B1  a neutral or formal text 
for a public audience  

70-100 a letter using informal 
language  

100-120 

B2  a neutral or formal text 
for a public audience  

100-150 a text using informal 
language  

150-200 

C1  a neutral or formal text 
for a public audience  

150-200 a text using informal 
language  

250-300 

C2  a neutral or formal text 
for a public audience  

200-250 a text using informal 
language  

250-300 

 

All tasks are assessed on a four-point scale on four subscales double-marked with 
the final grade drawn from the mean of the two examiners’ scores (see 
https://www.languagecert.org/en/language-exams/). Candidates may take the 
examination either at a physical centre or by online-proctored mode. If they take 
the examination at a centre, they generally handwrite. While it is possible to do a 
computer-based test at a physical centre, this option is not very popular: most 
candidates handwrite tests at centres. When tests are taken online, a locked-down 
computer is used. It should be noted that the term “computer-processed” is used 
in the current paper to indicate that candidates write on a ‘bare-bones’ computer; 
they do not have access to a word processor or any of the more advanced facilities 
such as grammar/spellchecking that a word processor offers.  

All writing examiners must meet minimum requirements in terms of professional 
qualifications and experience in order to be eligible for consideration as an 
examiner (Papargyris and Yan, 2022). Prospective examiners go through a 
standardised training process before they are approved and allowed to mark. The 
training process includes marking sample scripts. Candidates for the examiner role 
must show they can mark accurately and consistently before they are certificated 
as examiners. During live marking, if an examiner is found to be marking 
inaccurately and/or inconsistently, they may be removed from the marking session 
and/or retrained or dismissed as an examiner. Examiners are then monitored on an 
ongoing basis and required to attend standardisation meetings on a regular basis. 

The Current Study 

Two sets of data for the Writing Test are presented. The first dataset contains 
descriptive statistics: means, standard deviations and effect size differences. The 
second test consists of equivalence independent samples t-tests (“equivalence 
tests”). Equivalence tests permit significance to be observed via specified upper 
and lower bounds, rather than regular t-tests, see Lakens (2017). The upper and 
lower bounds represent the extent of variation of t values regarding the two 
populations of the two samples being tested. If the t value of the equivalence test 
is within the estimated range, the two populations may be deemed to be 
equivalent.  
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Hypotheses 

The overarching hypothesis in the current study is that mean scores obtained 
between the two modes of script production – computer-processed or 
handwritten – will not be significantly different. Specifically, the following three 
hypotheses are pursued: 

1. That the difference between the mean scores for the two modes of script 
production will be less than 5% for any given CEFR level.  

2. That only small effect size differences – if any – between the two modes will 
be observed. 

3. That, on equivalence tests, significance will not emerge against specified 
upper and lower bounds for any given CEFR level.  

Descriptive Statistics 

Table 2 presents a summary of the effect size differences between the sets of 
means for the Writing Test total score (maximum 25) for each mode using Cohen’s 
d. Cohen's d indicates standardised differences between two means, sharpening 
comparisons between two means. In general, a small effect is taken as 0.2, a 
medium effect as 0.5, and a large effect as 0.8 (Glen, 2021). 

Table 2 
Effect size and mode mean differences  

Level Mode N Mean 
Raw 
score 

difference 

Percent 
difference 

SD 
Cohens's 

d 

B1 
CP 3108 18.75 0.80 3.20% 4.63 0.17 

HW 19619 17.95     4.72   

B2 
CP 14878 18.85 0.80 3.21% 4.68 0.17 

HW 12712 18.04     4.67   

C1 
CP 7674 17.60 1.13 4.53% 4.80 0.23 

HW 2656 16.46     4.86   

C2 
CP 2869 18.13 2.57 10.28% 4.77 0.55 

HW 1494 15.56     4.46   

Legend: CP=computer-processed; HW=Handwritten 
 
As can be seen from Table 2, effect sizes are negligible for levels B1 and B2. While 
there is a small effect size at C1 level, the score difference between the two modes 
at C2 level is greater than 5%, with a medium effect size difference of 0.55. The 
implications of this are that C2 level candidates, who produce their Writing test 
scripts on computer, score comparatively higher than C2 candidates who 
handwrite their tests.  

Equivalence Tests 

Table 3 below presents equivalence test results comparing handwritten (HW) and 
computer-processed (CP) script production modes. Upper and lower bounds have 
been set at +/- 0.05 of the raw score (see Lakens, 2017). The critical decision on 
equivalence, as stated earlier, is whether the estimated t values in Table 2 below 
are between the upper and lower bound. The p values for the t values (upper 
bound, t-test and lower bound) indicate significance where these go beyond the 
specified bounds.  
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Table 3 
Equivalence samples t-tests 

Test 
Level 

Statistic t df p 

B1 

upper bound 9.36 22725 < .001 

t value 8.81 22725 < .001 

lower bound 8.26 22725 1.00 

 

B2 

upper bound 15.12 27588 1.00 

t value 14.23 27588 < .001 

lower bound 13.34 27588 < .001 

 

C1 

upper bound 9.99 10328 1.00 

t value 10.45 10328 < .001 

lower bound 10.91 10328 < .001 

 

C2 

upper bound 16.92 4361 1.00 

t value 17.26 4361 < .001 

lower bound 17.59 4361 < .001 
 

At none of the four levels was significance observed at both lower and upper 
bounds. This is an indication that the two modes of writing scripts can be 
considered equivalent for the four CEFR levels examined in the study. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

This study has explored the comparability of scores obtained by candidates of 
LanguageCert’s IESOL Writing Tests at CEFR levels B1 to C2 in the context of 
scripts produced by candidates in handwritten mode or in scripts written on 
computer. 

The key hypothesis in the study was that mean scores and performance on the 
Writing test in either test production mode of delivery would not be significantly 
different from each other and that candidate scores would not be influenced by 
the mode in which they produced their test scripts. Specifically, three hypotheses 
were being investigated. 

The first hypothesis was that differences between the mean scores for the two 
modes of test production would be less than 5% for any given CEFR level. This was 
the case for levels B1, B2 and C1. It was not the case for C2 where differences were 
greater than 5%. While the hypothesis was confirmed for B1, B2 and C1, it was 
rejected for C2. 

The second hypothesis was that, at worst, only small effect size differences 
between the two modes would be observed. Negligible effect sizes were observed 
for levels B1 and B2, and a small effect size was observed at C1. For C2, however, a 
medium effect size was recorded, causing the hypothesis to be rejected. 
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The third hypothesis was that, on equivalence tests, significance would not emerge 
against specified upper and lower bounds for any given CEFR level. As significance 
was not observed for either bound in any of the test levels, it was determined that 
the two modes of test production may be considered broadly equivalent for the 
four CEFR levels examined, and the hypothesis was accepted. 

While differences at B1 and B2 were minimal, it could be seen that as one moved 
up the CEFR levels, the relative score gain conferred by using a computer 
increased. At B1 and B2 the difference was 3%. At C1, it was 5%, and at C2, 10%. 

What then might be the possible reasons for candidates using a computer to 
produce their script – in particular at the higher CEFR levels – to obtain 
comparatively higher scores? One possible explanation lies in the candidates’ 
background. In a survey (in mid-2022) of over 40 LanguageCert Writing test 
examiners, examiners noted that, at the CEFR A and B levels, there were more 
younger candidates. These younger candidates were more used to writing on 
paper than using a computer. More proficient candidates – in particular those at C2 
– were noted by some examiners as being older and more computer literate. 
Examiners perceived these two factors as helping to account for the skew towards 
higher scores achieved on computer-processed scripts.  

As mentioned above, use of a computer in an examination may be seen to be 
related to age in that older candidates simply follow an online path which leads to 
an online-proctored environment (i.e., navigating the internet, selecting an exam 
provider online, registering, booking a slot and managing their time etc.). For older 
candidates, the CP component in terms of how a test is taken may well be seen as 
simply a part of an online path they have followed.  

The current study has been purely quantitative. A further study, as mentioned, is 
currently exploring Writing Test examiners’ views regarding the effect of certain 
linguistic or textual features on candidates’ scripts. Echoing examiners’ comments 
alluded to above, a more fine-grained examination lies in determining to what 
extent demographic factors such as age might have an effect on results obtained 
from writing tests by hand versus on computer.  

Another aspect of the interaction between digital environment and textual 
production, worth exploring in the future, is that of task requirements vis-a-vis the 
support each environment allows. In a digital environment for instance, candidates 
have the option of employing a variety of content control features (provided these 
are made available by the test provider). Such features may significantly contribute 
to the authoring, editing, and proofreading of longer, complex and structurally 
challenging texts and thus account for the increasing discrepancy between scores, 
which culminates at C2.  

The research literature revealed support for all modes: for handwritten scripts, for 
scripts written on computer, and for there being no difference. The current study, 
however, lends support to the view that, while differences remain, it is computer-
processed scripts that certain candidates tend to score higher on.  
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A generally greater uptake of the use of computers is seen in the production of 
text – for all purposes, not just examinations. In the light of such uptake, one 
potential solution to the discrepancy score situation, as one looks to the future, is 
that all scripts be computer processed. Indeed, many professional examinations – 
law examinations, for example (Steel et al., 2019) – are now required to be done 
solely on computer as are the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants’ 
(ACCA) financial and accounting examinations.  

The covid-19 pandemic has accelerated the computer processing of scripts, with 
many more candidates taking exams online rather than on paper (Fuller et al., 
2020; Abduh, 2021). For such a move to be accepted more widely, however, school 
students in particular need to have easy access to a computer and to be computer 
literate. This is contingent upon schools moving increasingly towards total 
computer-based work, with each child having their own laptop for continual school 
and home use, as with Uruguay’s Plan Ceibal (see Segovia et al., 2022), for example. 
In the UK, the government Office of Qualifications and Examinations Regulation 
(Ofqual) has recently announced a three-year plan to explore the possibility of 
across-the-board online testing for students (Ofqual, 2022). Indeed, in the long 
run, what Mogey and Fluck (2015) describe as “post-paper assessment” is possibly 
what education and assessment authorities should be considering. Whether these 
changes will happen quickly will be observed and reported on in due course. 
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